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Response to Comments: BMJ.2015.028932 

Chen, Desai, et al. 

 

 

BMJ MANUSCRIPT COMMITTEE COMMENTS 

 

• It's important to assess whether academic medical centres are living up to their 

missions.  

• What does your paper add to Ross JS, Mulvey GK, Hines EM, Nissen SE, Krumholz 

HM. Trial publication after registration in ClinicalTrials.Gov: a cross-sectional 

analysis. PLoS Med. 2009;6:e1000144?  

 

Response: We appreciate the committee’s comments and agree that assessment of clinical 

trial results dissemination across academic medical centers is a necessary first step towards 

improving the scientific enterprise. There are a number of important differences between 

our paper and the 2009 article by Ross et al. Notably, our study looks at major academic 

clinical trials which were completed after Sept 2007, when the landmark Food and Drug 

Administration Amendments Act (FDAAA) was enacted, requiring responsible parties of 

clinical trials of FDA-regulated medical products to report clinical trial results within 12 

months of completion. Ross’ paper investigated clinical trials completed before FDAAA and 

included all funders/associations, representing a fundamentally different study question of 

publication rates across all trials. Importantly, our study includes a novel focus on results 

dissemination (publication and/or results reporting) across academic medical centers 

(AMCs), and, as further noted below, is a comprehensive review of AMCs leading the clinical 

trial enterprise. We analyzed the publication/results dissemination of 4347 trials across 51 

AMCs, compared with the 677-trial subsample in Ross’ paper.  

 

• This paper brings out some nuance in a previously described problem; it’s not 

completely novel therefore.  

• The fact that registered trials are not published and that results are not included 

in the registry has been described. The focus on AMCs is interesting because this 

highlights that academics are responsible for some of the gaps in the evidence 

base. It is not drug companies only.  

 

Response: While other studies have examined publication rates and results reporting, none 

have focused explicitly on academic medical centers, a key factor given the values, mission, 

and responsibilities that AMCs have to their patients and study participants. One might hope 

that AMCs would lead the clinical trials research enterprise by example, but our study shows 

overall poor performance and marked variation across AMCs. We are not aware of any other 

study on clinical trials reporting/publication that has focused on AMCs. Our study is also 

among the most comprehensive in its reviews, analyzing all trials for each of the top 

institutions during the study period, rather than a selected or random subsample. Our hope 

is that this paper can be a catalyst to positive change and transparency of performance by 

AMCs, thereby potentially paving the way for improvements and transparency across the 

clinical trial enterprise as a whole. 

 

• Both reviewers pick out the issue in the methods, where one person 

searched/reviewed the trial reports. This seems quite central to the conclusions, 

leaving us uncertain whether, given the probably incremental nature of the paper, 

its robustness is a further limiting attribute.  

• In our opinion, given how central this issue is to your analysis, having two 

qualified investigators independently search for each trial is a minimum 

requirement before it is declared unpublished.  
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Response: Please see our response to the prior 2 comments that address the importance 

and novelty of this paper, which we believe provides important new insights into the role 

and performance of the AMC in promoting research transparency and can serve as a 

catalyst for changing efforts. While we agree that having multiple independent reviewers for 

each trial would be ideal, our decision to perform a comprehensive review for each 

institution over the study period, rather than a subsample of trials from each AMC, meant 

that over 4000 trials were manually reviewed. To have 2 independent reviews for each trial 

would have meant >8000 manual reviews, which was not feasible.  

 

However, we put in place a number of measures to ensure the quality and validity of our 

work. First, one lead investigator (RC) reviewed the first 50 trials (of the estimated 700 per 

reviewer) with each assigned reviewer to ensure consistency in the search algorithm. 

Additionally, any trials about which one independent reviewer was uncertain were then sent 

to a 2nd reviewer for independent review. Further, conflicts were resolved by review by the 

lead investigator. Finally, a 5% random subsample (225 total) of each investigator’s manual 

reviews was performed by a separate lead investigator (ND) who was not involved in the 

original manual review process. Data including publication, date of primary publication, time 

to publication as well as results reporting, date of results reporting, and time to results 

reporting were reviewed. The random sample review confirmed the original reviewer’s 

findings in all but 2 instances (0.9%), which identified inconsistencies related only to the 

month of the primary publication. There were no instances in which a reviewer reported that 

there was no publication for the trial and on random review, a trial publication was 

discovered. Given the rigorous process outlined above, we believe the findings to be robust 

and the implications of significant importance. We are eager to engage with the Editorial 

team about this issue and to address any persistent concerns.  

 

To further clarify our process, we have added the following to the Methods, page 6: 

 

We implemented several measures to ensure quality and consistency of the manual reviews. 

One lead investigator (RC) first reviewed the first 50 trials of each assigned reviewers’ 

subsection together with that assigned reviewer to ensure consistency in the search 

algorithm. Any uncertainties during the manual review process were sent to a second 

reviewer for independent review, and further conflicts were resolved by review by the lead 

investigator. 

 

• It was interesting to see that most trials done at AMCs were not funded by 

industry or the NIH. Most are small and open label. Most are early phase trials.  

• Does the FDAAA does require registration or reporting of phase 1 trials?  

 

Response: We appreciate having an opportunity to further clarify this point. Per FDAAA, 

enacted in 2007, phase 1 trials do not fall under the definition of an "applicable clinical trial" 

and thus are not required to register or report their results. Per the legislation, Applicable 

Clinical Trials generally include interventional studies (with one or more arms) of FDA-

regulated drugs, biological products, or devices that meet one of the following conditions: 

 

• The trial has one or more sites in the United States 

• The trial is conducted under an FDA investigational new drug application or 

investigational device exemption 

• The trial involves a drug, biologic, or device that is manufactured in the United 

States or its territories and is exported for research 

 

However, the issue of non-publication and lack of results reporting is prevalent across all 

types of trials, beyond just phase 1 trials and regardless of whether they fall under the 
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jurisdiction of FDAAA. We feel that it is still important for the scientific process that these 

results be shared in some form with the scientific community. We have added the following 

text to the last page of the Discussion: 

 

It should be noted that phase 1 trials are not required to register or report their results on 

ClinicalTrials.gov. However, the issue of non-publication and lack of results dissemination 

remains prevalent across all types of trials. Irrespective of type, there remains a need and 

importance for all trial results to be shared with the academic community and advance the 

scientific process. 

 

• Looking at table 2 and figure 2, it is interesting to see there are important 

differences between academic centres in the US. But it is difficult for a non-US 

physician to unpick this and understand what these differences mean (different 

internal policies and approaches to publication between centres, etc.).  

 

Response: The committee raises a very important point. The bottom line is that the 

performance is poor, no single institution or group of institutions excels, and some 

institutions are much worse than others. We do not know the source of the variation, but 

this kind of transparency at the institution level has never been available. These AMCs are 

recipients of substantial public funds for research and purport to be serving the public good 

and yet, we present evidence that they are failing in this area. Any US or non-US reader 

should be able to see that there is a problem, that it is systemic, and that many AMCs are 

performing at a level that is not commensurate with their mission. All of them are complicit 

in a system that denies the public and the scientific community of the results of human 

experiments.  

 

• We couldn’t find a clear explanation of how you identified trials "linked to 

academic institutions".  

 

Response: To identify trials linked to academic institutions, we first identified the lead 

investigator(s) through their ‘role’, which is a required data element field when registering a 

clinical trial at ClinicalTrials.gov. Each identified investigator was linked to an ‘affiliation,’ 

another required field, which was the name of the AMC, company, or other organization 

they were affiliated with. We included only those trials with a lead investigator who was 

affiliated with an AMC. This process is further clarified at the top of page 5 as follows: 

 

To identify trials for which the responsible party was based at an academic medical center, 

we selected those affiliated with an academic medical center, using the ‘role’ field to identify 

the lead investigator and his/her primary affiliation through the ‘affiliation’ field. An 

academic medical center included all hospitals that were owned or operated by faculty and 

staff from a single academic institution, and subject to the same institutional policies and 

review boards 

 

• The main concern relates to the identification of publications. The process (and 

results) needs to be described in more detail. 

 

Response: We appreciate having an opportunity to provide additional details about the 

identification of publications. As noted above in response to Committee comment #3, there 

were a number of measures in place for quality assurance. First, one lead investigator 

reviewed the first 50 trials (of the estimated 700 per reviewer) with each assigned reviewer 

to ensure consistency in the search algorithm. Additionally, any trials about which one 

independent reviewer was uncertain were then sent to a second reviewer for independent 

review. Further conflicts were resolved by review by the lead investigator. Finally, a 5% 
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random subsample (225 total) of each investigator’s manual reviews was performed by a 

separate lead investigator who did not take part in the initial manual reviews; a total of 2 

minor discrepancies (0.9%) were found and resolved (both regarding month of primary 

publication). Given the process outlined above, we believe the findings to be robust and the 

implications of significant importance. To further clarify this process, we added the following 

to the Methods, page 6: 

 

We implemented several measures to ensure quality and consistency of the manual reviews. 

One lead investigator (RC) first reviewed the first 50 trials of each assigned reviewer’s 

subsection together with that assigned reviewer to ensure consistency in the search 

algorithm. Any uncertainties during the manual review process were sent to a second 

reviewer for independent review, and further conflicts were resolved by review by the lead 

investigator. 

 

 • How many publications were identified on PubMed via the National Clinical Trial 

Identifier? How many were identified via the Scopus database? Did verified 

publications have to match all 5 listed criteria? How many were ‘rejected’?  

 

Response: As our primary outcome was rates of publication and results reporting of 

completed clinical trials, we did not specifically track whether the publication was identified 

through the NCT identifier or through Scopus. We estimate that approximately 25-30% of 

the trials were identified through their NCT ID. We maintained strict criteria for matching or 

rejection, as verified publications did have to match all 5 listed criteria, but enrollment was 

allowed to vary, as noted in the paper, by either 10% relative or 20 absolute difference 

from the information registered on ClinicalTrials.gov. The registered enrollment on CT.gov 

was often different from the published enrollment, but if the other 4 criteria matched, we 

wanted to give the academic center the benefit of the doubt that this was the trial and 

report the most reasonable, best estimates of AMC publication and results reporting. There 

were very few cases in which the publication matched all 4 other criteria except enrollment, 

and even then, it was only when there were large discrepancies. Based on the search 

algorithm, each trial resulted in many possible publications, which were manually reviewed 

until the correct matching publication was found or no match was found. Once a publication 

matched all criteria, there was no reason to reject it later on in the process. We are happy 

to discuss this point with the Committee if there are additional queries.  

 

• Of the 5% random sample of abstracted clinical trials, what proportion was 

confirmed? Were discrepancies equally likely for trials ‘accepted’ and ‘rejected’?  

 

Response: We appreciate having an opportunity to further clarify this point. The 5% 

random sample review (225 total) was conducted by a single investigator (ND) who was not 

involved in the original review process. Data including publication (yes/no), date of primary 

publication (month and year), time to publication as well as results reporting (yes/no), date 

of results reporting (month and year), and time to results reporting were reviewed. The 

random sample review confirmed the original reviewer’s findings in all but 2 instances 

(0.9%), with inconsistencies related only to the month of the primary publication. In both 

instances, there were multiple publications and an earlier publication was found. There were 

no instances in which a reviewer reported that there was no publication for the trial and on 

random review, a trial publication was discovered. As described above, the original review 

process was quite rigorous, and the following has been added to the Methods, page 6: 

 

We implemented several measures to ensure quality and consistency of the manual reviews. 

One lead investigator (RC) first reviewed the first 50 trials of each assigned reviewer’s 

subsection together with that assigned reviewer to ensure consistency in the search 
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algorithm. Any uncertainties during the manual review process were sent to a second 

reviewer for independent review, and further conflicts were resolved by review by the lead 

investigator. 

 

• There are several Tables and Figures, with some duplication of information. Are 

they all required? For example, Figure 2 illustrates the data already provided in 

Table 2, and Figures 3 and 4 are simple histograms with summary statistics of the 

data already reported in the text. 

 

Response: We agree that Figure 2 serves primarily to illustrate one portion of the data 

provided in Table 2, but feel that this graphical interpretation of the numerical data 

enhances readability and ease of interpretation of key results. However, we agree with 

these concerns for redundancy and will move Figures 3 and 4 to a Supplemental Appendix. 

We defer to the editorial board whether Figures 3 and 4 are extraneous and should be 

removed altogether. 

 

 

REVIEWER COMMENTS 

 

Reviewer 1 

 

There have been a number of prior studies using ClinicalTrials.gov to examine trial 

publication and results reporting, so this study is not entirely original from that 

standpoint. However, results in these studies suggested concern around the 

commitment of academic institutions to timely result reporting, which justifies a 

focused examination of result reporting patterns by academic institutions, as was 

done here. 

 

I have a few suggestions that might improve the manuscript: 

 

- Given the focus on academic medical centers, the definition of these is critical:  

-The investigators state they used the ‘role’ and ‘affiliation’ fields in the registry to 

identify PIs affiliated with academic medical centers, though I am unable to find 

these. Perhaps they are referring to the information under ‘Investigators’?  

 

Response: As above in our 6th response to the Committee’s comments, we first identified 

the lead investigator(s) through their ‘role,’ which is a required field in the registration of 

clinical trials. Then, each investigator was linked to an ‘affiliation,’ another required field, 

which was the name of the AMC, company, or other organization he or she was affiliated 

with. We included only those trials with a lead investigator who was affiliated with an AMC. 

This process is detailed in the Methods section of the manuscript. The ‘role’ and ‘affiliation’ 

fields are variables in the Aggregate Analysis of ClinicalTrials.gov (AACT) database 

(http://www.ctti-clinicaltrials.org/what-we-do/analysis-dissemination/state-clinical-

trials/aact-database), which is a database representation of the data on ClinicalTrials.gov at 

a given point in time. On the actual website ClinicalTrials.gov, these two fields do represent 

data listed under ‘Investigators.’  

 

- The academic centers listed in Table 2 and Figure 2 appear to be a combination 

of universities and individual hospitals/centers (e.g. Memorial Sloan-Kettering, 

Massachusetts General Hospital, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, etc). Should 

individual hospitals belonging to the same academic medical center be combined? 
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Response: We appreciate the opportunity to further clarify this point. As noted on page 5 

of the manuscript, “An academic medical center included all hospitals that were owned or 

operated by faculty and staff from a single academic institution, and subject to the same 

institutional policies and review boards.” As the reviewer notes, Memorial Sloan-Kettering, 

Massachusetts General Hospital, and Brigham and Women’s Hospital are considered unique 

AMCs because they have separate institutional review boards for research. 

 

- Could the authors include information on how many centers were excluded due 

to <40 clinical trials? 

 

Response: In total, there were 9620 affiliations registered in ClinicalTrials.gov at the time 

of our study. These represented industry, AMCs, organizations, or any other possible 

affiliation. AMCs were identified by first identifying and sorting by the frequency of 

occurrence of each affiliation. We performed a manual abstraction of the affiliations that 

could be identified as AMCs and set a threshold of 40 trials to ensure meaningful 

assessment of AMC performance. We have added the following to the Methods, page 5: 

 

There were 9620 unique affiliations registered at the time of our study, which were sorted 

by frequency of occurrence. Manual abstraction was used to determine if the affiliations 

could be identified as academic medical centers. 

 

- Trials with a “withdrawn” status were excluded. Trials in the registry can also 

have a status of “suspended” and “terminated”. Were these also excluded? 

 

Response: As noted, we excluded trials with a “withdrawn” status. However, terminated 

and suspended trials were included, because trials could have been terminated for efficacy, 

adverse events, or futility. Many landmark trials, including JUPITER and more recently 

SPRINT, were terminated early for efficacy. Such trials should have their results published 

and/or reported. Suspended trials accounted for <0.2% of our reviewed trials and were 

included, as some of them did have associated publications. 

 

- For the publication search, it is typical to have 2 investigators perform an 

independent search for each trial or to attempt to contact the PI for further 

publication information, though I recognize this may not have been feasible in this 

case given the large trial cohort examined. 

 

Response: As noted above in response to Committee comment #3, while we agree that 

having multiple independent reviewers for each trial would be ideal, our decision to perform 

a comprehensive review for each institution over the study period rather than a subsample 

meant that more than 4000 trials were manually reviewed. To have 2 independent reviews 

for each trial would have meant >8,000 manual reviews, which was not feasible. Similarly, 

we did not contact the PIs of these trials to investigate given the large number of trials 

analyzed. However, there were a number of measures in place for quality assurance. First, 

one lead investigator reviewed the first 50 trials (of the estimated 700 per reviewer) with 

each assigned reviewer to ensure consistency in the search algorithm. Additionally, any trial 

about which one independent reviewer was uncertain was then sent to a second reviewer 

for independent review. Further conflicts were resolved by review by the lead investigator. 

Finally, a 5% random subsample (225 total) of each investigator’s manual reviews was 

performed by a separate lead investigator who did not take part in the initial manual 

reviews; a total of 2 minor discrepancies (0.9%) were found and resolved (both regarding 

month of primary publication). Given the process outlined above, we believe the findings to 

be robust and the implications of significant importance. To further clarify this process, we 

have added the following to the Methods, page 6: 
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We implemented several measures to ensure quality and consistency of the manual reviews. 

One lead investigator (RC) first reviewed the first 50 trials of each assigned reviewer’s 

subsection together with that assigned reviewer to ensure consistency in the search 

algorithm. Any uncertainties during the manual review process were sent to a second 

reviewer for independent review, and further conflicts were resolved by review by the lead 

investigator. 

 

- The authors should provide additional explanation on why they chose to use both 

PubMed and Scopus and why they used different search protocols in each. Many 

publications still do not include the NCT number and will therefore not be 

identified in PubMed using the search approach they describe. 

 

Response: We appreciate the chance to further clarify this point. As noted in the Methods, 

we used a 3-step systematic strategy to identify publications. We first looked for associated 

publications under the ClinicalTrials.gov web page for each particular trial. For the sake of 

time and efficiency, we then used PubMed to search because a specific field exists for NCT 

number to facilitate easy searching if indeed a publication was already associated with its 

NCT number. However, as the reviewer has appropriately noted, this would not be adequate 

to find most publications (in our experience, only ~25-30%) so the final search strategy 

needed to be the most comprehensive. If there were still no publications found, we next 

used Scopus, one of the most comprehensive databases available that contains >50 million 

reported records from >21,000 titles including 100% coverage of articles indexed in Medline 

and PubMed. The following additions have been made to the Methods section, pages 5-6: 

 

Finally, if a matching publication was still not found, we searched the Scopus database… 

 

We chose Scopus for its extensive indexing, as it is one of the most comprehensive 

databases available and contains >50 million reported records from over 21,000 titles 

including 100% coverage of articles indexed in Medline and PubMed.1 

 

- There were a number of trials (5%) with publication dates that preceded the 

listed completion date. This is prominently mentioned throughout the paper, 

including the methods and multiple times throughout the results. Did the authors 

consider contacting PIs for some of these trials to investigate this discrepancy? 

They mention in the limitations that this most likely represents errors in data 

entry, but we cannot assume this.  

 

Response: Given our desire to provide the most conservative estimates (most favorable for 

AMCs), we elected to give them credit for these trials but not include them in analyses 

related to time (time for completion to results reporting or publication). Of note, these 

aberrations have also been found in previous studies on ClinicalTrials.gov2, which likely 

reflects errors in data entry, trials being finished and published before the updating of their 

CT.gov records, or publication of interim results. We did not contact the PIs of these trials to 

investigate these discrepancies. We acknowledge this in the limitations section and have 

raised this issue with senior leadership of the National Library of Medicine, which oversees 

CT.gov. The following has been added to description of limitations, page 12: 

 

Given the large number of trials analyzed, we did not attempt to contact trial investigators. 

 

- Certain sections of the method and results are a bit repetitive and could be 

presented more concisely. For example, on page 6, the section beginning with 

“Since the dates are reported by only the month and year,….” is presented, almost 

verbatim, twice. 
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Response: We appreciate this suggestion and have modified the second section of ‘Results 

Reporting’ such that it is not repetitive of ‘Publication Rates.’ The revised Results Reporting 

section on page 7 is as follows: 

 

As noted above for publication rates, due to dates only being reported by month, we 

effectively captured a window of <25 months. 

 

- The first sentence of the results should specify that the 5020 interventional trials 

identified are limited to those with academic affiliations. 

 

Response: We have made this change to the first sentence of the Results, page 8, as 

follows: 

 

We identified 5020 interventional clinical trials registered on ClinicalTrials.gov that had a 

primary completion date between October 2007 and September 2010 and were primarily 

affiliated with academic medical centers. 

 

- In the results section, another trial characteristic that might be worth examining 

is randomization status. 

 

Response: We appreciate this suggestion and have added randomization status to the 

characteristics in Table 1, as below. 

 

Randomization status (%)  

Randomized 56.4 

Non-Randomized 20.3 

Missing 23.2 

 

 

- Table 2 might be better suited to an appendix table since many of the relevant 

results from this table are presented in the text and Figure 2.  

 

Response: We appreciate this suggestion but feel inclined to keep Table 2 in the 

manuscript, as we consider it to include our primary results. The names of each institution 

along with data on publication and results reporting are all displayed in detail in this table. 

However, we defer to the Editors regarding moving Table 2 or Figure 2 to the Supplemental 

Appendix. 

 

- The authors state that the academic institutions examined include some of the 

nation’s “most prominent” research institutions. Since this is not something that 

was specifically measured (and the reader can look at the academic centers listed 

by name in the table and figure), I wouldn't highlight this. 

 

Response: We agree and have replaced ‘prominent’ with ‘leading’ or ‘productive,’ as these 

represent the AMCs with the largest number of clinical trials. 
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Reviewer 2 

Given the importance that an impeccable search strategy has for the validity of 

your results, my most important concerns deal with the description of your search. 

Please consider the following suggestions.  

 

You do not describe attempting to contact trial investigators in the event that your 

publication search was negative in order to confirm non-publication. While yields 

of attempted email communication for this purpose can be low, most similar high 

quality publications (including prior publications by the authors of the manuscript 

under question) have included this step. Ideally, your methods would have 

included this step. Given that most consumers of the medical literature won't 

resort to contacting investigators directly in the event that they are unable to 

locate a publication via electronic database search, I don't consider this a fatal 

flaw, but it should be discussed as a limitation.  

 

Response: The reviewer makes a notable point and as stated, previous publications have 

contacted investigators. However, our analysis included a much larger number of trials. To 

emphasize this, we added the following text to the description of limitations, page 12: 

 

Given the large number of trials analyzed, we did not attempt to contact trial investigators.  

 

Similarly, most related publications have had at least two investigators perform 

independent literature searches in order to identify relevant published 

manuscripts (including Ross JS, et al. Trial publication after registration in 

ClinicalTrials.Gov: a cross-sectional analysis. PLoS Med. 2009; Jones CW, et al. 

Non-publication of large randomized clinical trials: cross sectional analysis. BMJ. 

2013; Bourgeois FT et al. Outcome reporting among drug trials registered in 

ClinicalTrials.gov. Ann Intern Med. 2010, and many others). It appears that you 

had six individuals each perform searches for non-overlapping cohorts of your 

included trials, and then had a single investigator validate a 5% sample of each 

individual's search. However, we are not provided with information about the 

background or training of the individuals performing the searches, and we are not 

provided information about the agreement between the initial searches and the 

validation effort. More concerning, though, is that each investigator would need to 

have performed over 700 searches. This is tedious work, and it is easy to miss 

relevant publications, particularly when the trials in question deal with common 

diseases and interventions. In my opinion, given how central this issue is to your 

analysis, having two qualified investigators independently search for each trial is a 

minimum requirement before it is declared unpublished.  

 

Response: As noted above in the response to Committee comment #3, while we agree that 

having multiple independent reviewers for each trial would be ideal, our decision to perform 

a comprehensive review for each institution over the study period rather than a subsample 

meant that more than 4000 trials were manually reviewed. To have 2 independent reviews 

for each trial would have meant >8000 manual reviews, which was not feasible. However, 

there were a number of measures in place for quality assurance. First, one lead investigator 

reviewed the first 50 trials (of the estimated 700 per reviewer) with each assigned reviewer 

to ensure consistency in the search algorithm. Additionally, any trial about which one 

independent reviewer was uncertain was then sent to a second reviewer for independent 

review. Further conflicts were resolved by review by the lead investigator. Finally, a 5% 

random subsample (225 total) of each investigator’s manual reviews was performed by a 

separate lead investigator who did not take part in the initial manual reviews; a total of 2 
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minor discrepancies (0.9%) were found and resolved (both regarding month of primary 

publication). Given the process outlined above, we believe the findings to be robust and the 

implications of significant importance. As the investigators are all co-authors, their 

backgrounds are listed in the author affiliations section. Five of the 6 are MDs, and the 6th is 

a Yale medical student. 

 

To further clarify this process, we added the following to the Methods, page 6: 

 

We implemented several measures to ensure quality and consistency of the manual reviews. 

One lead investigator (RC) first reviewed the first 50 trials of each assigned reviewer’s 

subsection together with that assigned reviewer to ensure consistency in the search 

algorithm. Any uncertainties during the manual review process were sent to a second 

reviewer for independent review, and further conflicts were resolved by review by the lead 

investigator. 

 

What fields did you use within Scopus to search for [intervention name], "clinical 

trial," etc? Title, abstract, keywords, or something else? 

 

Response: We searched using ‘Article Title, Abstract, Keywords’ and have included this in 

the Methods, pages 5-6, as follows: 

 

Finally, if a matching publication was still not found, we searched the Scopus database 

(Elsevier, Inc.; Philadelphia, PA) using the terms “[intervention name]” AND “clinical trial” in 

the ‘Article Title, Abstract, Keywords’ field. 

 

In many cases the study enrollment field is not updated by investigators upon trial 

completion to reflect the actual number of enrolled participants. As a result, 

discounting a trial due to a sample size discrepancy which otherwise seems to 

match based on all of your criteria might lead you to miss some publications. It 

would be helpful to know how often a sample size discrepancy was the sole 

criteria by which a potential match was discounted, and it would be helpful to see 

a list of these trials, perhaps in an appendix.  

 

Response: The reviewer raises a good point about the sample size. While we wanted to be 

rigorous with our “matching” process, we did incorporate a margin for the sample size to 

vary from the registered enrollment by 10% relative and 20 absolute in order to account for 

this concern. Though we are unable to provide an exact number for how many publications 

were discounted because of sample size discrepancy, it would only have happened if there 

were large discrepancies.  

 

As a related point, I would recommend providing a list of your included trials 

along with publication status and the matching citation, when applicable, as a 

supplementary appendix.  

 

Response: This information is the data on which our research was based. Therefore, in 

accordance with BMJ policy on data sharing, we will make these data available via a publicly 

accessible repository on publication, at the Dryad Digital Repository. This is noted in our 

data sharing statement, page 16, as follows: 

 

Requests for statistical code and the dataset can be made to the corresponding author at 

harlan.krumholz@yale.edu. The dataset will be made available via a publicly accessible 

repository on publication, at the Dryad Digital Repository (datadryad.org). 
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Given your list of included centers, I suspect that you limited this analysis to 

American medical centers, though I suppose it is possible that no other academic 

centers had at least 40 trials over the relevant time period. If this was limited to 

US centers, I recommend explicitly stating this in the abstract and methods.  

 

Response: We have added the following text to the Methods section, page 5, and also 

revised the Settings section of the Abstract accordingly: 

 

We limited academic medical centers to those based in the United States, given that 

ClinicalTrials.gov was created by the United States government as a database of trials that 

were either taking place or seeking approval for use in the United States.  

 

In Table 2 and in your figures, you excluded information about the 1455 trials for 

which results were not disseminated. I am confused as to why you chose not to 

include these trials as part of the denominator when displaying your results. For 

the "rate of results reported or publication with 24 months" column in Table 2, 

and for Figures 1 and 2, it seems to me that by excluding these trials you end up 

painting a picture which is rosier than it ought to be. The important finding here is 

not really the percentage of trials which are ultimately published which have 

timely dissemination of results. Rather it is simply the percentage of all conducted 

trials with timely dissemination of results.  

 

Response: We appreciate the opportunity to clarify this point. The reviewer is quite correct 

that the columns entitled, “rate of publication within 24 months” and “trials with results 

reported within 24 months” should include all trials. The analysis was performed correctly 

and included all trials. However, this was an error, now corrected, in which extraneous 

symbols denoting a footnote were placed in these columns. Our intention was to exclude 

trials without results dissemination, publication, or results reporting only from the 

calculations/columns for Median Time. The appropriate columns for which these trials are 

excluded, the columns for median time, are now denoted by the appropriate symbol, *, †, 

or ‡. 

 

If you have the information available, it would be helpful to include information 

about how many trials were excluded because the lead investigator was not 

associated with an academic center, as well as the number excluded because the 

center in question didn't meet your 40-trial threshold.  

 

Response: Unfortunately, we do not have this specific information available. As noted 

above, there were in total 9620 affiliations registered in ClinicalTrials.gov at the time of our 

study. These represented industry, AMCs, organizations, or any other possible affiliation. 

AMCs were identified by first identifying and sorting by the frequency of occurrence of each 

affiliation. We performed a manual abstraction of the affiliations that could be identified as 

AMCs and set a threshold of 40 trials to ensure meaningful assessment of AMC performance. 

We have added the following text to the Methods section, page 5: 

 

There were 9620 unique affiliations registered at the time of our study, which were sorted 

by frequency of occurrence. Manual abstraction was used to determine if the affiliations 

could be identified as AMCs. 

 

Minor issues: 

p5, line 45. I recommend noting that Scopus includes coverage of journals indexed 

in either Medline or Embase, as many readers may not know off hand how 

extensive its indexing is.  
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Response: We have added the following text regarding the extensive indexing of Scopus to 

the Methods, page 6: 

 

We chose Scopus for its extensive indexing, as it is one of the most comprehensive 

databases available and contains >50 million reported records from over 21,000 titles 

including 100% coverage of articles indexed in Medline and PubMed.1 

 

I recommend changing the title of column 9 in Table 1 to "Overall rate of results 

reporting at ClinicalTrials.gov" to clarify that you are referring specifically to 

results reporting within the results database at ClinicalTrials.gov. Similarly, on 

page 6, under "Results Reporting," it would clarify the paragraph to state 

explicitly that you examined rates of results reporting on ClinicalTrials.gov.  

 

Response: We have made these changes as suggested. 

 

I believe that in Figure 4 you are specifically showing information about results 

reporting on ClinicalTrials.gov and excluding information related to manuscript 

publication, but it would clarify the figure to state this explicitly.  

 

Response: We have added the following text to the figure legend of what is now 

Supplemental Figure 2: 

 

This figure does not include any data regarding manuscript publication. 
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